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Abstract
This paper develops a model to decompose both earnings and divi-
dend into permanent and transitory components. These components are
then used to formulate four alternative dividend pa3rment behavioral
models. The results show that the permanent dividend payment behavioral
model is superior to the standard current dividend payment behavioral
model for estimating structure parameters and forecasting future divi-
dend payments.

I. Introduction
Earnings of a firm are allocated to retained earnings or dividend
payments by a financial decision. Retained earnings are internal
sources of funds providing additional financial capital for use either
for expansion of the firm or as a financial reserve against future
contingencies; dividends are generally distributed to stockholders to
satisfy their need for liquidity or for other uses according to their
preference functions. It is well-known that earnings of a firm can be
classified into either permanent or transitory components; permanent
earning power creates the permanent component and the transitory com-
ponent is composed of income of a temporary nature. Modigliani and
Miller (1958, 1961, 1963, 1966) have argued that a firm's market value
is determined by it's expected (or permanent) earnings, not transitory
components of income.
The transitory component of a firm's earnings originates from a
temporary change in market conditions, a temporary change in accounting
method or any other non-permanent change which would cause earnings to
fluctuate over time. Latan^ and Jones (1979) discuss the importance of
unexpected earnings of firms as signaling information in financial man-
agement and investment analysis. However, to the authors' best knowledge,
no acceptable method for decomposing current earnings into permanent
(expected) and transitory (unexpected) earnings has been previously
developed.
Forecasts of dividends are important to both security analysts
and financial managers and either conditional or unconditional methods
are generally used to forecast dividend payments. The most popular
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conditional dividend forecasting models are the partial adjustment model
developed by Lintner (1956) and the information content model discussed
by Ang [1975]; several others are also available.
The main purposes of this paper are (1) to develop theories to ex-
plain how firms generally allocate permanent earnings and transitory
earnings betveen dividends payments and retained earning; (2) to
develop a method for decomposing current earnings and dividends into
permanent and transitory components; and (3) to develop four alternative
dividend behavior models. Relationships betveen current and permanent
dividend payments behavioral models are also explored in detail.
The first section is the introduction; the second section modi-
fies Friedman's (1957) permanent income hypothesis to describe the role
of permanent earnings and dividends and transitory earnings and dividends
in the earnings allocation in the process. The relationship between
accountings earnings and economic earnings are also discussed. The
third section derives the models for decomposing current earnings and
dividends into permanent and transitory components, according to methods
proposed by Darby (1972, 1974). The fourth section discusses the rela-
tionship between the short-run and the long-run dividend payment behav-
ioral models. The fifth section, uses disaggregated earnings and divi-
dends data of 51 selected industrial firms to determine whether permanent
earnings and dividends or current earnings and dividends data should be
used to describe dividend payment behavior in those businesses. The
final section provides a summary and some concluding remarks.
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II. Theoretical Determination of Firm's Permanent and Transitory
Earnings and Dividends
In the evolution of the consumption function, which is one of
the key concepts in Keynesian economics, several important theories
were developed to explain how consumers adjust consumption expenditures
to accommodate changes in their levels of income. One of these theories
is the Permanent Income Hypothesis developed by Milton Friedman (1957).
The Permanent Income Hypothesis explains that consumption is not a
function of current income but a function of permanent income. Total
income, Y, is composed of two components, Y + Y , where Y is permanent
p t p "^
income and Y is transitory income. Transitory income is not fully
anticipated and it may be positive or negative. That is, a prize would
constitute a positive transitory income component while a loss of income
from temporary illness or layoff would constitute a negative component
of transitory income. Friedman explains that these transitory elements
would not affect consumption expenditures.
The Permanent Income Hypothesis is readily adaptable to finance
theory and a new theory of dividend payments by business can be devel-
oped. The income of interest here is the income of the business firm
and dividends are analogous to consumer consumption expenditures.
The level of permanent income earned by a firm determines the per-
manent dividends it can pay out to stockholders. Permanent income is
essentially an average of current and past earnings of the firm. Current
income is divided into two components
:
When Friedman received the Nobel prize in economics, this work
was cited as one of his major contributions.
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(2.1) Y = Yp + Y^
where: Y = current income of the firm
Y = permanent income of the firm
Y^ = transitory income of the firm
Transitory income may be positive or negative and current income
will differ from permanent income by the amount of transitory income.
A business earns transitory income, which is really unanticipated earn-
ings, from windfall profits from any source. For example, oil companies
recently earned transitory income from the increased prices they received
from selling products made from crude oil produced domestically. Firms
incur negative transitory income if they experience an uninsured cata-
strophic event such as the destruction of a plant by a disaster of any
kind or an unexpected strike by employees. The transitory components
of income, positive and negative, should cancel out over the permanent
income time horizon. Transitory components, however, are always present
during shorter time periods.
Professor Eisner (1967, 1978) has developed a permanent income
theory for investment decisions. If firm investment essentially de-
pends upon internal sources of funds, then the nature of retained earn-
ings is an important factor affecting the decision to undertake long-
term or short-term investment.
Retained earnings can conceptually be decomposed into two compon-
ents, i.e. permanent and transitory components. Dividends can also be
divided into two components: permanent dividends and transitory divi-
dends :
(2.2) D = D + D^
P t
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where: D = current dividends paid by the firm.
D = permanent dividends paid by the firm.
D^ = transitory dividends paid by the firm.
Permanent dividends are only one component of dividends and total
dividends may be larger than permanent dividends, depending upon the
level of transitory dividends. Permanent dividends are dividends which
the business firm systematically pays based on its permanent earnings;
dividends paid out of transitory earnings would constitute extra divi-
dends
.
Weston and Brigham (1981) explain that a firm may have one of
three dividend policies: (1) stable dollar amount per share, (2) con-
stant payout ratio, or (3) a compromise; lower regular dividend, plus
extras. No matter what policy is used, all income is either paid out
in dividends or retained by the business in the form of retained earnings,
(2.3) Y = Y + Y
P t
Y - (D +D^) - E^ =
where: Y = current income of the firm.
Y = permanent income of the firm.
Y^ = transitory income of the firm.
D = permanent dividends of the firm.
D^ = transitory dividends of the firm.
E„ = retained earnings of the firm.
K
Y and D are "random" or "chance" variations in income and dividends.
Transitory dividends are paid from transitory income and are short-
run in nature. They are part of the short-run measure of dividend yields.
In contrast, permanent dividends are paid from permanent earnings, are
long-run in nature, and constitute all of the long-run measure of divi-
dend yield. Recently, Miller and Scholes (1981) demonstrated that short-
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run dividend yield and long-run dividend yield each have different im-
plications in testing the effectiveness of alternative dividend policies
on security rate of return determination. Our theoretical framework,
decomposing income and dividend payout into permanent and transitory
components, elaborates upon their theoretical justification of short-run
and long-run dividend yield measurements. Generally, transitory earnings
are not used for payment of permanent dividends. However, transitory
dividends can come from either transitory earnings or permanent earnings
.
Different sources of dividend payment (i.e., permanent income or
current income) may have different implications in determining a firm's
dividend payment behavior. This condition provides the motivation for
examining both permanent earnings and current earnings per share for
describing a firm's dividend payment behavior in the empirical section
of this work.
III. Models for Decomposing Current Earnings Into Permanent and
Transitory Earnings Components
The models used to compute permanent income as proposed by
Friedman (1957) can be classified into the traditional approach and
Darby's (1974) modified unbiased method. The modified method can be
defined as
(3.1) Y ^ = BY^ + (1 - 6) (1 + C)Y ^ ,pt t pt—
1
where Y and Y , are permanent income in period t and t-1 respec-
pt pt-1
tively; Y is the current income in period t; 3 is the adjustment
coefficient and C is the trend rate of income growth.
Both Friedman's (1957) and Darby's (1974) studies are concerned with
aggregate disposable income for the whole economy. It is obvious that
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the earnings of industrial firms are an important component of disposable
income; therefore, this study uses the same optimum weights obtained by
Darby (197A) in his theoretical and empirical study. Darby established
that the weight of current income in the determination of permanent in-
come, 6, is .10 for annual data and .025 for quarterly data. He used
both economic theory and an econometric trial and error approach to deter-
mine the optimal weights. It would be extremely difficult to obtain opti-
mum weights for each individual company in the sample of this study, so
Darby's aggregate optimum weights w^ere used as the norm for each company.
Darby's data were for 1947 through 1970, not the same years covered
by this study; nevertheless, this lack of uniformity should not create
any real problems. This conclusion comes from the fact that Simon Kuznets
examined consumption data for 60 years and found that the proportion of
aggregate consumption taking place from the net national product remained
practically constant (Peterson 1978). Consumption is a stable function
of income.
The initial value of permanent income Y and trend rate C can be
po
derived from estimating the income trend regression of (3.2).
(3.2) logY^ " ^1 "^ ^1^ ^
'^t
After a, and a„ are estimated, the Y and C can be defined as12 po
(3.3) Y = e^l and
po
A
logd + c) = a
Note that this is only one of several methods to estimate C and Y
po
The estimated Y and C, combined with B of (.10), and Y and Y ,
can be used in equation (3.1) to repeatedly estimate Y ,
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Standard and Poor's categorizes firms according to whether they are
involved in industrial, public utility, transportation or finance busi-
nesses. The sample and analyses involved in this research is restricted
2
to industrial firms and other sectors are not included. Dividend
behavior of industrial firms is generally of serious interest to both
investors and managers.
Managers are interested in dividend policy because dividend payments
can affect internal sources of funds and the cost of equity capital.
Investors are concerned about dividend payment behavior for two different
reasons. First, permanent versus transitory dividend payments have dif-
ferent implications for their future tax liability as well as their
personal financial planning. Second, different dividend payment behavior
could have different implications for the company's future earnings.
Annual earnings and dividend data from 51 selected industrial firms
were used for the empirical investigations. The operating data covered
the period of 1962-1978. Annual data were used because dividend pajnnent
decisions are generally made once a year, although payments to stock-
holders may be on a quarterly basis.
IV. Long-Run vs. Short-Run Dividend Behavioral Model
In this section four alternative dividends payments behavior equation
will be specified, in accordance with the measurements of current earnings,
permanent earnings, current dividends, and permanent dividends.
2
Public utility and finance firms are special companies and their
dividend payment behavior may not reflect that of all industries.
Because of regulation, construction work in process, and other issues,
utility firms are quite different from industrial firms.
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Lintner (1956), Fama and Babiak (1968) and others have defined the
dividend payment equation as
:
(4.1) D. ^ = D. ^ , + a^ (D. ^ - D. ^ J + u. (A)i,t i,t-l 1 i,t i»t-l It
and
\t = -0^-1 ^i.t (^>
where D
.
^ and D . ^ , are dividend per share for the i firm in the tIt i.t-1
th *
and t-1 periods respectively; D is the target dividends for the
^» '-
i firm in period t and a^ is the "partial adjustment coefficient."
The target payout ratio for ith firm is r
. . Substituting (4.1.B) into
(4,1.A) , we have
(4.2) D. = b„ + b^E. ^ + b^D. ^ , + u.i,t 1 i,t 2 i,t-l It
where b^. = ^i^^* b = a^r, b„ = -a-i • If the earnings per share are de-
composed into permanent component and transitory components, then
(4.3) E. ^ = E^ ^ + e'^ ^i,t i,t i,t
P T
where E. and E. are permanent and transitory earnings per share
T 2
respectively and E. ^ == N(0,a„„).
X, t hi
Similarly, if the dividends are decomposed into permanent component
and transitory component, then
^'-'^
°i,t=D. ^ +D. ^
1, t 1, t
P T
where D. and D. are permanent and transitory dividends per share
1, t 1, t '^ ^ ^
T 2
respectively and D. = N(0, a ).
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Based upon equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), three additional
empirical dividends payment behavior equations can be defined as
(4.5) D. ^ = C„ + C,E^ ^ + C„D. ^ , + u. ^i,t 1 i,t 2 i,t-l i,t
(4.6) D. ^^ = d_ + d,E. ^ + d^D^
.
1 + u. ,1, t 1 i,t 2 i,t-l i,t
P P P "
'
(4.7) D. ^ = e- + e^ E. ^ + e„D. , , + u . ^1, t 1 i,t 2 i,t-l i,t
Both current earnings per share and currend dividends per share describe
the dividend payment behavior in equation (4.2) while this behavior is
explained by both permanent earnings per share and permanent dividends
per share in equation (4.7). Equations (4.5) and (4.6) used mixed cur-
rent and permanent variables to describe the dividend payment behavior.
Overall, these four equations describe current dividends, permanent
dividends and mixed dividend payment decision behaviors. The rationale
of each of these equations is presented below.
(i) Equation (4.2) is derived from a partial adjustment hypothesis as dis-
cussed in Equation (4.1). It is assumed that the desired dividends per
share is the function of current earnings per share.
(ii) Equation (4.5) is based upon the adaptive expectation model as dis-
cussed in Kmenta (1971, 474-75) and Fama and Babiak (1968). It is
assumed that the current dividend per share is linearly related to
long-run earnings per share. In our equation (4.5) a lagged current
dividend term, D. • , is added to determine the adjustment process.
1, t—
1
(iii) Equation (4.6) is based upon habit persistence model as discussed
in Kmenta (1971, 476-77). It is assumed that the desired level
p
of dividends per share, D . is given by a linear function of
1, t
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p
current earnings per share desired dividends per share, D. is
1 , t—
1
added to determine the adjustment process.
(iv) Equation (4.7) is based upon a combined model called compound
geometric model as discussed by Kmenta (1971, 477-79). This
model is specified by integrating the adaptive expectation model
with the habit persistence model. In this model, the desired
dividends per share is given by a linear function of desired
earnings per share and the lagged desired dividend per share.
Four alternative dividend payment behavioral equations derived in
this section will be used to develop the empirical work in the following
section.
V. Some Empirical Results
Accounting earnings contain a transitory component which does
not represent the true earning power of the firm. Hence, the trans-
itory component of earnings should not be used to determine the
business' future value.
Security analysts of Value Line have generally used only the
permanent component of earnings to forecast the expected future market
value of common stock. Modigliani and Miller (1958, 1961, 1963, 1966)
[M&M] have shown that expected earnings should be used instead of
current earnings to determine the value of a firm. In estimating the
cost of capital for the utility industry, M&M (1966) used the instru-
mental variable approach to remove the transitory component associated
with current earnings. One serious difficulty of using the instrumental
variable approach involves the selection of the appropriate explanatory
variables for specifying the regression equations. A more desirable
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approach for determining the permanent component of earnings was pre-
viously set out in section III,
As mentioned earlier, to estimate permanent income, we should esti-
mate the initial value of permanent income and the trend rate of income
growth; the exact procedures used to develop these estimations are des-
cribed in equations (3.2) and (3.3). After these equations are estimated,
they may then be used to estimate either annual or quarterly permanent
income. The weights used to estimate the annual and quarterly permanent
earnings are .10 and .025, respectively as suggested by Darby (1974).
A demonstration follows showing how alternative dividend behavioral
equation can be derived from the method discussed above. Annual data
of 51 industrial firms randomly selected from Compustad tapes, were
used to conduct the empirical analyses; the sample period is from 1962
to 1978.
Empirical results of equations (4.2), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) are
presented in Appendices I, II, III, and IV respectively. These results
and their implications are analyzed in three aspects; (i) Earning per
share adjustement process for an individual firm, (ii) alternative esti-
mates of partial adjustment coefficient and target payout ratios, and
(iii) implications of estimating intercepts.
Equation (4.2) can be derived either from the adaptive expectation
model as shown in Kmenta (1971), Fama and Babiak (1968) and others. Based
upon adaptive expectation model as discussed in Kmenta (1971, 474-76) the
relationship between current dividend and permanent earning can be defined
as
^''^^
°i,t = '^o'-^^i' ^It^^it
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o Xrics ill
i, is not directly observable, we must state how it is de-
termined. To resolve this problem, we can assume that current expec-
tations are derived by modifying premiums expectations in light of cur-
rent experience, i.e.,
(5.2) E^^^ = (1-X) E^
^
+ XE^_^ < X < 1
where X represent the weight used to calculate the permanent earnings
per share. Equation (5.2) is similar to equation (3.1) except that
there is a growth term, C, in equation (3.1) instead of equation (5.2).
By Koyck tranformation, Kmenta show that equations (5.1) and (5.2) can
be used to derive equation (4.2') as
(^•2')
°i.t = ^0-^h^i.t + ^2°i.t-l
ft II
where bg = Cq(I-X), b^ = C^(l-X), b^ = X
p
If X approaches zero then E. = E. , This implies that the permanent
earnings per share is equivalent to the current earnings per share.
Results in Appendix 1 show that for (Current Dividend) = f (Current
Earnings
,
Current Dividend
•, ) ) . 21 out of 51 firms show estimated X's
significantly different from zero. Results of Appendix II (Current
Dividend = f (Permanent Earnings , Current Dividend ^) indicate that
for 14 out of 51 firms the estimated X's are significantly different
from zero. Both of these results imply the existence of some adjustment
processes between the permanent and the transitory components in the
dividend payment decision.
If both permanent earnings and permanent dividends are used to
assess permanent dividend behavior decisions, then the lagged term, as
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specified in equation (4.7) is unimportant [see Appendix IV]. In this
p
model, there are only 9 out of 51 coefficients associated with ^ ^_-,
are significantly different from zero. These results can be explained
in terms of analyses in either Kmenta (1971) or Johnston (1972). The
lagged dependent variable can be justified either by a partial adjustment
model or an adaptive expectation model as discussed in equations (4.1),
(4.2), (5.1) and (5.2). The lagged term (if statistically significant)
generally implies the importance of the coefficient associated with lagged
dividend terms, due to the existence of transitory components in earnings
and dividends per share. If both dividends and earnings use permanent
components instead of current components, then we have permanent dividend
behavior equations.
The relationship between the current dividend behavior equation
defined in equation (4.2) and the permanent dividend behavior equation
defined in equation (4.7) are explained in the following discussion.
If the permanent instead of the current dividend behavior equation is
the correct specification for examining the dividend payment behavior
for a firm, then equation (4.2) will be misspecified; and estimates of
the structure parameters of the long-run payout ratio and the parameter
used to test the reluctance of cutting dividends will be inexact. This
means that if the estimated intercepts of the divided behavior equation
are used for testing whether managers of a firm are reluctant to cut
the dividend, then the intercepts obtained from either the partial ad-
justment model or the adaptive expectation model will be misleading.
This argument is explained in the following discussion. The estimated
t
b of equation (4.2) is estimated 3-,^^; the estimated b- of equation
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(4,2') is the estimated C_(l-X). Hence the significance of the esti-
mated intercepts from both the partial adjustment model and the adaptive
expectation models are not the true intercepts to be used for testing
dividend cutting behavior. Hence the estimated intercept of equation
(4,7) should be used as a indicator to test whether management is indeed
reluctant to cut dividends. If the correct specification, as indicated
in equation (4.7) is used, 42 Instead of 23 estimated intercepts are
significantly different from zero [see Appendix I and IV]. From these
empirical results, we concluded that managers for most of the firms
would prefer not to cut dividends.
Another structure parameter is the desired payout ratio, which might
also be affected by the specification of the dividend behavior equation.
The estimated average desired payout ratio from the current dividend
behavioral equation and the permanent dividend behavioral equation are
.32 and .31 respectively. Hence, the average magnitude of desired pay-
out ratios are quite similar. In addition, the partial adjustment coef-
ficients estimated from the different models are quite different. When
permanent instead of a current dividend payments behavioral model is
used, most of the firms' partial adjustment coefficient is trivial.
All average structural estimated parameters are listed in the
table 1. Analysis of variance was used to test for differences of the
partial adjustment coefficients (S) and desired payout ratios (P). The
S P
F statistics (F_ and F_ ) are 11.76 and 3.88 respectively;
these are significantly different from zero at 1% and 5% level respec-
tively
.
—2
From the coefficient of determination (R ) , as indicated in table
—2
1, it was found that R 's associated with permanent dividend equation
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are generally higher than those of current dividend equation. This
implies that the precision of forecasting permanent components of divi-
dends will be generally higher than that of current dividends.
VI . Summary
This paper develops theories to explain how firms generally allocate
permanent earnings and transitory eaernings between dividend payments
and retained earnings. It also develops a method for decomposing current
earnings and current dividends into permanent and transitory components.
Building on Friedman's permanent income hypothesis, models are
developed to decompose current earnings and dividends into permanent
and transitory components by adapting the methods suggested by Michael R.
Darby in his 1972 American Economic Review and his 1974 Quarterly Review
of Economics publications.
Based upon partial adjusted, adaptive expectation, and the inte-
gration of partial adjustment and adaptive expectation, both current and
permanent dividend payout behavioral model are empirically developed and
investigated.
This research has shown that the permanent behavioral model is
superior to the current behavioral model. The results demonstrate the
usefulness of a distinction between permanent and current earnings and
permanent dividends and current dividends. The results also show the
Friedman's model provides a useful vehicle for developing such a dis-
tinction. In addition, our results also indirectly support Miller and
Scholes' (1982) argument that the implications of long-run and short-run
dividends components in capital asset pricing determination are generally
different.
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Table I
Average Structure Parameters*
I II
^0 .2600 ^0 .1416 ^0
\ .2015 \ .3066 ^1
^2 .2610 ^2 .1597 S
r2
a
.7728 t .7969 ^l
a
.7390 \ .8403 \
P
a
.3181 \ .3741 ^C
III IV
.3154 dp .3070
,1334 d^ .2417
.3245 d^ .1183
.7593 R^ .9219
a
.6755 S, .8861
a
,2150 P, .3075
a
*Definitions are defined in the text.
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APPENDIX I
(Current Dividend) = a + a^ (Current Earning) + a„ (Current Dividend)
t 1 t 2 t-1
Company Name
0.1674 0.2231* 0.7412*
Inco, Ltd. (-1.209) (5.922) (7.470)
0.4865 0.1235* 0.5157*
Phelps Dodge Corp. (1.503) (2.465) (3.474)
0.1935* 0.1239* -0.0274
North American Coal (7.477) (9.874) (-0.610)
0.1000 0.1429* 0.5320*
St. Joe Minerals Corp. (0.984) (3.812) (4.062)
0.5915 0.0144 0.5478
Superior Oil Co. (1.974) (0.632) (2.007)
0.0368 0.0566* 0.9108*
Nabisco, Inc. (0.864) (3.874) (15.646)
0.5132* 0.2122* 0.1597
Borden, Inc. (3.793) (6.567) (1.167)
1.5581* 0.3660* -0.1618
Wrigley (Wm. ) Jr. Co. (5.824) (6.909) (-1.085)
-0.0137 0.5378* 0.0081
Dr. Pepper Co. (-1.487) (39.171) (0.672)
0.6813* 0.3530* 0.0055
American Brands, Inc. (4.148) (6.146) (0.042)
0.0790 0.2596* 0.0487
Phillip Morris, Inc. (1.682) (17.685) (1.211)
0.2669 0.1102 0.2886
Graniteville Co. (1.989) (2.008) (1.876)
0.0497 0.1632* 0.4918*
Weyerhaeuster Co. (0.666) (4.447) (3.329)
0.1707 0.0601 0.7941*
International Paper Co. (1.043) (1.967) (5.003)
0.0451 0.2854* -0.0207
Donnelley (R.R) & Sons, Co. (2.050) (21.908) (-0.857)
0.4477 0.0575 0.6292*
Allied Corporation (1.912) (2.036) (3.942)
-0.0116 0.1660* 0.4264*
Dow Chemical (1.329) (8.243) (1.561)
-0.0116 0.1660* 0.4264*
Rohm and Haas Co. (-0.076) (4.298) (2.572)
0.3713* 0.3651* -0.0511
Merck and Co. (5.598) (14.694) (-0.772)
0.6933* 0.1901* -0.0511
Smithkline Corporation (8.385) (9.384) (-0.772)
0.8296
0.4621
0.8422
0.7561
0.1797
0.9843
0.8403
0.8506
0.9887
0.8767
0.9547
0.2403
0.7909
0.9186
0.9643
0.6372
0.8499
0.7308
0.9530
0.8276
0.1166* 0.3897* -0.0262*
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc. (8.584) (44.942) (-2.386)
0.5729* 0.1111* 0.0157
Crompton and Knowles Corp. (4.547) (2.791) (0.122)
0.6294* 0.2308* 0.2554
Exxon Corporation (3.155) (4.481) (1.807)
0.1209* 0.2138* 0.0183
Kerr-McGee Corp. (2.199) (14.123) (0.355)
0.3823 0.2124* 0.2098
Standard Oil Co. (CALIF) (2.034) (4.377) (1.272)
0.1864* 0.2560* 0.0261
Witco Chemical Co. (3.265) (11.441) (0.351)
0.1030 0.1882* 0.4043*
Copperweld Corp. (1.131) (5.563) (3.554)
0.4636* 0.1141* 0.1123
Mean Aluminum, Ltd. (3.661) (5.909) (0.856)
0.1758* 0.1397* 0.2072*
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. (3.999) (10.652) (2.689)
0.1343 0.2077* 0.3272*
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (1.532) (6.018) (2.321)
0.5571* 0.0708* -0.0495
Cincinnati Milacron, Inc. (6.592) (2.333) (-0.658)
0.6077* 0.0013 0.6913*
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. (6.055) (0.051) (14.069)
-0.1572 0.1431* 0.7025*
Burroughs Corp. (-0.980) (3.138) (4.398)
0.2655* 0.2340* 0.0185
Pitney-Bowes, Inc. (3.992) (8.570) (0.310)
0.0907 0.2488* 0.0119
Trane Co. (1.999) (10.502) (0.179)
0.0588 0.2449* 0.6539*
Maytag Co. (0.820) (4.893) (6.690)
0.4512 0.2322* 0.2394
Zenith Radio Corp. (1.822) (2.596) (1.404)
0.0087 0.1631* 0.3878*
Texas Instruments, Inc. (0.176) (4.425) (2.308)
-0.0258 0.2507* 0.0894
CTS Corp. (-0.414) (7.601) (1.492)
0.5130* 0.1849* 0.1827
Borg-Warner Corp. (2.606) (4.014) (0.814)
0.1249* 0.2626* 0.0758
Johnson Controls, Inc. (2.202) (8.316) (1.258)
0.0260 0.1688* 0.3994*
Foxbord Co. (0.408) (6.373) (3.623)
0.1098 0.3135* 0.3131*
Eastman Kodak Co. (1.591) (8.106) (2.920)
0.7838* 0.1198 0.0336
AMF, Inc. (5.525) (2.106) (0.489)
0.0369 0.0170 0.9829*
Southern Pacific Co. (0.538) (0.855) (21.694)
0.9912
0.2433
0.8011
0.9292
0.7477
0.9051
0.8009
0.6612
0.9085
0.9246
0.1977
0.9197
0.6724
0.8049
0.8700
0.9598
0.3053
0.9545
0.7668
0.7572
0.8089
0.8458
0.9781
0.1237
0.9795
American Broadcasting
Metromedia, Inc.
Fleming Companies , Inc
.
Bayless (A.J.) Markets, Inc.
Safeway Stores, Inc.
0.1793* 0.1957* 0.0209
(3.227) (9.770) (0.330)
0.0115 0.2292* 0.1422
(0.193) (10.420) (1.263)
0.1719* 0.2990* -0.0306
(6.999) (21.887) (-1.885)
0.4787* 0.0622* 0.0300
(7.038) (3.320) (0.304)
-0.0103 0.0592* 0.9398*
(-0.237) (2.417) (15.573)
0.8511
0.9581
0.09638
0.3340
0.9871
*significant at 0.05 level
Appendix II
(Current Dividend) = b^ + b. (Permanent Earning) + b„ (Current Dividend)
^
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Company Name
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0.1773 0.0956 0.6663*
0.4354
Inco Ltd. (0.352) (0.325) (3.256)
-0.6828 0.5966 0.3445
0.3956
Phelps Dodge Corp. (-0.7687) (1.910) (1.945)
0.1643* 0.1553* -0.0330
0.9717North American Coal (14.385) (24.819) (-1.733)
0.2053 0.0844 0.5312*
0.5736
St. Joe Minerals Corp. (1.566) (1.212) (2.165)
0.6186 0.0094 0.4662 0.1627
Superior Oil Co. (2.064) (0.259) (1.753)
0.1180 0.1507* 0.6403*
0.9815
Nabisco, Inc. (1.786) (3.212) (4.367)
0.4266* 0.3078* 0.0420
0.9208
Borden, Inc. (4.556) (10.162) (0.417)
0.9315 -0.0351 0.7281* 0.4082
Wrigley (Wm.) Jr. Co. (1.854) (-0.294) (2.678)
0.0067 0.4918* -0.0064
0.9890
Dr. Pepper Co. (0.765) (39.563) (-0.534)
0.7101* 0.3816* -0.656
0.7784
American Brands, Inc. (3.230) (3.977) (-0.305)
0.1776* 0.2268* 0.0063
0.8570
Philip Morris, Inc. (2.231) (9.351) (0.085)
-0.3404* 0.7754* 0.0009
0.9078Graniteville Co. (-4.649) (12.210) (0.016)
0.1134* 0.2539* 0.1238
0.9425Weyerhaeuster Co. (2.916) (10.688) (1.315)
0.6492* 0.2109* 0.1605
0.9525International Paper Co. (3.455) (4.251) (0.725)
-0.0309 0.3386* -0.0051
0.9611
Donnelly (R.R.) & Sons, Co. (-1.008) (20.954) (-0.202)
0.3742 0.0446 0.7070*
0.5655
Allied Corp. (1.441) (0.906) (4.083)
0.0768* 0.3121* 0.0443
0.9833
Dow Chemicals (3.213) (27.212) (1.454)
-0.4785* 0.4241* 0.0248
0.9592
Rohm and Haas Co. (-6.506) (14.535) (0.323)
0.4145* 0.3542* -0.0772
0.9429Merck and Co. (5.670) (13.224) (-0.951)
0.5404* 0.2702* -0.0471
0.7712Smithline Corp. (5.145) (7.899) (-0.603)
0.0181 0.6482* -0.0397 0.9846
Avon Products (0.383) (15.430) (-0.532)
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc.
Crompton and Knowles Corp.
Exxon Corporation
Kerr-McGee Corp.
Standard Oil Co. (CALIF)
Witco Chemical Corp.
Copperweld
Alcan Aluminiim Ltd.
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Cincinnati Milacron, Inc.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Burroughs Corp.
Pitney-Bowes, Inc.
Trane Co.
Maytag Co
.
Zenith Radio Corp.
Texas Instruments Inc.
CTS Corp.
Borg-Warner Corp.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Foxbord Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.
AMF, Inc.
Southern Pacific Co.
(4
(4
(3
(2
(1
(2
^3
(2
-0
(-0
(3
(3
-0
(-1
-0
(-1
(1
-0
(-1
(3
-0
(-0
-0
(-0
-0
(-1
(2
-0
(-1
-0
(-0
(3
(6
-0.
(-1.
.0927*
.564)
.5178*
.100)
.7763*
.248)
.0635
.030)
.4206
.913)
.0823*
.406)
.1513*
•Mh
.418)
.0011
.015)
.1683*
.680)
.4308*
.746)
.6982
.516)
.1494
.787)
.1146
.489)
.0730
.355)
.2077*
.209)
.4957
.586)
.0362
.805)
.0299
.469)
.4208*
.395)
.0634
.000)
.0625
.802)
.2672*
.085)
.4106*
.754)
2248
449)
0.4094*
(30.853)
0.1709*
(3.221)
0.2740*
(3.123)
0.2414*
(26.318)
0.2089*
(3.097)
0.3286*
(20.979)
0.2702*
(3.454)
0.2103*
(6,344)
0.3259*
(13.346)
0.1590*
(2.650)
0.5452*
(2.875)
0.2169*
(7.853)
0.3193*
(8.761)
0.3508*
(10.9510
0.6705*
(6.850)
0.9350
(1.537)
0.2397*
(5.426)
0.2693*
(24.420)
0.3670*
(4.588)
0.4141*
(9.678)
0.2317*
(5.435)
0.3938*
(7.111)
0.3174*
(11.732)
0.1787
(1.963)
-0.0215
(-1.350)
-0.0366
(-0.297)
0.0913
(0.396)
0.0079
(0.276)
0.1960
(0.904)
-0.0052
(-0.121)
0.1456*
(0.078)
0.3453*
(3.120)
-0.0252
(-0.283)
-0.0486
(-0.669)
0.5725*
(10.058)
0.3250*
(2.955)
0.0550
(0.944)
0.0546
(0.865)
-0.0506
(-0.303)
0.1263
(0.575)
0.1412
(0.778)
0.0218
(1.035)
-0.1872
(-0.698)
0.1116*
(2.130)
0.3958*
(3.171)
0.0188
(0.117)
0.0374
(1.493)
0.7896*
(6.825)
0.9815
0.3175
0.7213
0.9785
0.6534
0.9694
0.9475
0.3825
0.7893
0.9797
0.2528
0.9470
0.8910
0.8119
0.8792
0.9745
0.1397
0.9644
0.9719
0.7895
0.8516
0.8082
0.9732
0.8834
0.9828
American Broadcasting
Metromedia , Inc
.
Fleming Corporation, Inc.
Bayless (AJ) Markets Inc.
Safeway Stores, Inc.
0.0651 0.2814* 0.0326
(1.686) (16.145) (0.818)
-0.3486* 0.3563* 0.3427*
(-4.065) (8.097) (2.784)
0.1256* 0.3339* -0.0265
(5.542) (25.410) (-1.890)
0.4663* 0.0698* 0.0305
(8.164) (4.617) (0.364)
-0.0024 0.2600* 0.4789*
(-0.062) (3.275) (2.634)
0.9400
0.9360
0.9729
0.5177
0.9894
Appendix III
(Permanent Dividend) = C^+C (Current Earning) + C (Permanent Dividend)
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Company Name
^0 S S R
0.0429 0.0206* 0.9221*
f\ O / c o
Inco, Ltd. (0.430) (2.490) (10.071) 0.8458
1.8948* -0.0166 -0.0325
0.0039Phelps Dodge Corp. (11.192) (-1.389) (-0.346)
0.2053* 0.1132* 0.0269
-0.0156 0.0398* 0.9763*
0.9619
St. Joe Minerals Corp. (-0.368) (2.252) (16.171)
0.2042 0.0101 0.7875*
0.7689Superior Oil Co. (1.227) (1.183) (4.963)
0.5478* 0.1903* 0.1822
0.7120Nabisco, Inc. (3.922) (4.749) (1.224)
0.4982* 0.1535* 0.2907
0.8169Borden, Inc. (3.246) (4.566) (1.772)
0.9078* 0.0607* 0.5907*
0.9059Wrigley (Wm. ) JR. Co. (5.213) (3.153) (7.261)
-0.0265 0.5737* 0.0112
0.9726
Dr. Pepper Co. (-1.722) (25.302) (0.853)
0.4176* 0.1357* 0.5800*
0.9698American Brands, Inc. (4.774) (3.773) (6.123)
0.1827* 0.2114* 0.0469
0.8197Philip Morris, Inc. (2.186) (8.596) (0.688)
0.3691* 0.0916 0.1608
0.1342Graniteville Co. (3.022) (1.854) (1.145)
0.1560* 0.1674* 0.2627
0.8002Weyerhaeuster Co. (2.402) (5.325) (1.865)
-0.0182 0.0021 1.0500*
0.9972International Paper Co. (-0.631) (0.356) (35.977)
0.0891* 0.2592* -0.0099
0.9313Donnelly (R.R.) & Sons Co. (2.618) (15.500) (-0.308)
1.2097* 0.0138 0.2380* 0.4191
Allied Corp. (9.225) (1.823) (2.814)
0.2041* 0.2215* 0.0391 0.8623
Dow Chemical (3.456) (9.047) (0.449)
0.0300 0.1023* 0.6122*
0.7459
Rohn and Haas Co. (0.220) (2.755) (3.669)
0.2607* 0.3819* 0.0330
0.9800
Merck and Co. (5.693) (16.858) (0.532)
0.7886* 0.1259* -0.0215
0.6553Smithkline Corp. (8.820) (5.967) (-0.286)
-0.2030* 0.5332* 0.3839* 0.9780
Avon Products (-3.199) (7.910) (3.830)
0.1176* 0.3828* -0.0102
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc. (5.057) (25.614) (-0.614)
0.5022* 0.1063* 0.1182
Crompton and Knowles Corp. (5.511) (4.119) (1.107)
0.2717* 0.0443 0.8252*
Exxon Corp. (3.322) (1.904) (11.278)
0.2209* 0.1823* -0.0128
Kerr-McGee Corp. (3.688) (11.609) (-0.248)
0.2247 0.1607* 0.4584*
Standard Oil Co. (CALIF) (1.897) (4.192) (3.046)
0.2492* 0.2298* 0.0050
Witco Chemical Co. (4.062) (9.9956) (0.079)
0.2530* 0.1522* 0.2818
Copperweld Corp. (2.563) (4.738) (1.989)
0.4860* 0.0475* 0.2795
Alcan Aluminum Ltd. (3.786) (3.340) (1.807)
0.4350* 0.0623* -0.0367
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. (9.032) (6.868) (-0.423)
0.0325 0.0822* 0.7982*
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (0.493) (2.480) (5.670)
0,5544* 0.0509 0.0015
Cincinnati Milacron, Inc. (7.858) (2.113) (0.022)
0.6266* -0.0396 0.7500*
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. (4.319) (-1.210) (10.882)
0.4030* 0.1594* -0.0147
Pitney-Bowes, Inc. (6.836) (8.004) (-0.173)
0.1620* 0.1780* 0.0778
Trane Co. (2.886) (6.366) (0.715)
-0.0122 0.0160 1.0386*
Maytag Co. (-0.799) (1.235) (41.648)
1.0388* 0.0043 0.0567
Zenith Radio Corp. (6.745) (0.114) (0.532)
0.0331 0.1945* 0.1927
Texas Instruments, Inc. (0.725) (8.639) (1.687)
0.0261 0.2249* 0.0515
CTS Corp. (0.413) (6.794) (0.875)
0.0799* 0.0194* 0.9321*
Borg-Warner Corp. (2.174) (2.845) (22.730)
0.3276* 0.1386* -0.0324
Johnson Controls, Inc. (7.077) (6.168) (-0.550)
0.2196* 0.0795* 0,2925
Foxbord Co. (2.911) (4.317) (1.826)
-0,0008 0.0931* 0.8755*
Eastman Kodak Co. (-0.018) (2.745) (9.944)
0.8110* 0.1365* -0.0189
AMI', Inc. (7.037) (2.957) (-0.317)
-0,0048 -0.0037 1,0502*
Southern Pacific Co. (-0.242) (-0.568) (72.103)
0.2963* 0.1351* -0.0363
American Broadcasting (7.093) (9.442) (-0,794)
0.9734
0.4918
0.9718
0.8888
0.9260
0.8586
0.7169
0.5162
0,7263
0.9673
0.1236
0.8661
0.8004
0.7456
0.9981
-0.1053
0.9620
0.7144
0.9912
0.6672
0.6686
0.9920
0.2774
0,9983
0,8302
Metromedia, Inc.
Fleming Companies, Inc.
Bayless (AJ) Markets, Inc.
Safeway Stores, Inc.
0.1500 0.1072* 0.3621*
(1.872) (4.927) (2.125)
0.1613* 0.2974* -0.0107
(A. 940) (16.315) (-0.297)
0.5239* 0.0507* -0.0218
(17.564) (6.386) (-0.488)
0.0068 0.0046 1.0578*
(0.554) (0.649) (56.740)
0.8864
0.9396
0.6858
0.9989
Appendix IV
(Permanent Div.) = d + d (Permanent Earnings) + d^ (Permanent Div.
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0.2240* 0.1770* 0.4608*
Inco Ltd. (2.752) (4.045) (3.594)
1.6798* 0.0599 -0.0491
Phelps Dodge Corp. (6.790) (0.920) (-0.501)
0.1778* 0.1409* -0.0264
North American Coal (13.818) (20.084) (-1.280)
0.1622* 0.2639* 0.1658
St. Joe Minerals Corp. (4.601) (6.536) (1.192)
0.5938* 0.0579* 0.2239
Superior Oil Co. (4.359) (4.997) (1.419)
0.4326* 0.3647* 0.0061
Nabisco, Inc. (9.288) (17.988) (0.117)
0.5414* 0.2745* 0.0145
Borden, Inc. (8.878) (14.445) (0.199)
1.6896* 0.2406* -0.0028
Wrigley (Wm. ) Jr. Co. (17.724) (13.193) (-0.044)
-0.0082* 0.5288* 0.0013
Dr. Pepper Co. (-5.296) (:245.885) (0.976)
0,5813* 0.3473* 0.0659
American Brands, Inc. (19.819) (17.705) (1.348)
0.2161* 0.2136* -0.0213
Philip Morris, Inc. (22.091) (77.053) (-2.472)
-0.1733] 0.6325* 0.0027
Graniteville Co. (-2.109) (9.564) (0.044)
0.2118* 0.2419( -0.0476
Weyerheuster Co. (20.141) (41.388) (-1.845)
0.0010 0.0084 1.0238*
International Paper Co. (0.015) (0.406) (11.603)
-0.0013 0.3179* -0.0021
Donnelly (R.R.) & Sons Co. (-0.166) (75.336) (-0.310)
1.2437* 0.0277* 0.1883
Allied Corporation (9.684) (2.174) (2.115)
0.1906* 0.2599* -0.0303
Dow Chemical (12.834) (39.150) (-1.356)
-0.3724* 0.3784* 0.0677
Kotim and Haas Co. (-11.478) (24.710) (1.609)
0.3137* 0.3854* -0.0308
Merck and Co. (7.982) (20.019) (-0.560)
0.6195* 0.2169* -0.0271
Smithkline Corp. (17.121) (18.996) (-0.977)
-0.1172* 0.6871* 0.0384
Avon Products (-13.292) (60.571) (2.061)
0.9018
0.0601
0.9572
0.9863
0.9019
0.9673
0.9700
0.9872
0.9997
0.9972
0.9973
0.8434
0.9949
0.9972
0.9969
0.4584
0.9913
0.9904
0.9856
0.9528
0.9995
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc.
Crompton and Knowles Corp.
Exxon Corp.
Kerr-McGee Corp.
Standard Oil Co. (CALIF)
Witco Chemical Co.
Copperweld Corp.
Alcan Aluminiam Ltd.
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Cincinnati Milacron, Inc.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Burroughs Corp.
Pitney-Bowes, Inc.
Trane Co.
Maytag Co.
Zenith Radio Corp.
Texas Instruments, Inc.
CTS Corp.
Borg-Warner Corp.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Foxbord Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.
AMP, Inc.
Southern Pacific Co.
0.0883*
(10.232)
0.4223*
(14.024)
0.6171*
(11.292)
0.1540*
(13.128)
0.4067*
(9.022)
0.1345*
(8.751)
0.3268*
(14.648)
0.4923*
(8.773)
0.3379*
(24.158)
0.1727*
(4.271)
0.3143*
(8.450)
0.0336
(0.052)
0.1401*
(5.477)
0.2895*
(11.479)
0.0196*
(2.465)
0.0559
(2.055)
1.2192*
(3.990)
-0.0088
(-1.408)
0.0056
(0.569)
0.2763*
(7.188)
0.1843*
(19.742)
0.2326*
(9.135)
0.2765*
(10.831)
0.5041*
(13.910)
-0.1054
(-1.643)
0.4078*
(71.919)
0.2072*
(17.325)
0.2345*
(9.273)
0.2106*
(64.809)
0.2971*
(15.962)
0.3022*
(46.148)
0.2388*
(27.119)
0.1421*
(11.223)
0.1244*
(28.442)
0.2656*
(8.102)
0.2088*
(10.933)
0.2012
(0.782)
0.1514*
(22.699)
0.2379*
(21.787)
0.3033*
(60.142)
0.2111*
(3.054)
-0.1166
(-0.604)
0.2558*
(69.783)
0.2486*
(47.514)
0.1272*
(7.483)
0.2349(
(44.338)
0.1679(
(16.990)
0.4284*
(14.450)
0.2936*
(18.354)
0.0617
(1.5680
-0.0083
(-1.387)
0.0103
(0.290)
0.2542*
(3.333)
-0.0162
(-1.675)
-0.0144
(-0.208)
-0.0126
(-0.864)
-0.0300
(-0.817)
0.0156
(0.209)
-0.0383
(-1.608)
0.1383
(1.111)
0.0100
(0.382)
0.7053*
(8.494)
-0.0088
(-0.270)
-0.0218
(-0.640)
-0.0007
(-0.050)
0.7116*
(6.109)
0.0637
(0.620)
0.0114
(0.681)
0.0031
(0.316)
0.5116*
(7.268)
-0.0158
(-1.636)
-0.0136
(-0.225)
-0.0608
(-0.746)
-0.0069
(-0.440)
0.9690*
(19.817)
0.9966
0.9470
0.9946
0.9996
0.9908
0.9924
0.9855
0.9075
0.9790
0.9902
0.8677
0.8592
0.9703
0.9674
0.9960
0.9987
-0.0816
0.9993
0.9922
0.9971
0.9909
0.9623
0.9992
0.9504
0.9985
0.2059* 0.1996* -0.0237
American Broadcasting (13.289) (30.135) (-1.547)
-0.0127 0.2785* 0.0276
Metromedia, Inc. (-0.871) (32.377) (0.750)
0.1089* 0.3391* -0.0121
Fleming Companies, Inc. (9.533) (50.312) (-1.012)
0.5194* 0.0562* -0.0293*
Bayless (A.J.) Markets, Inc. (68.471) (28.908) (-2.537)
0.0397* 0.1648* 0.6656*
Safeway Stores, Inc. (3.680) (4.670) (7.698)
0.9806
0.9957
0.9933
0.9790
0.9995
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